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Summary  

Efforts to develop a specific vaccine against SARS-Cov-2, the causative agent of the coronavirus disease 

2019 (COVID-19), have just begun trial phase 1, but full validation of this and other current 

developments is likely to take many more months to reach completion. The ongoing pandemic 

constitutes a major health burden of world proportions that is also having a devastating impact on 

whole economies worldwide, the knock-on effects of which could be catastrophic especially in poorer 

countries. Alternative measures to ameliorate the impact and hamper or minimally slow down disease 

progression are urgently called for. This review discusses past and currently evolving data on the 

etiological agent of the current pandemic, SARS-CoV-2, and its host cell receptors with a view to 

disclosing alternative palliative or therapeutic approaches. Firstly, SARS-CoV-2 exhibits marked tropism 

for cells that harbor the membrane-bound metalloprotease angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) 

at their plasmalemma, predominantly in cells lining the oral cavity, upper respiratory tract, and 

bronchoalveolar cells, making these epithelial mucosae the most likely viral receptor cell targets. 

Secondly, the crystal structures of several coronavirus spike proteins in complex with their cell host 

target receptors, and of SARS-Cov-2 in complex with an inhibitor, are known at atomic resolution 
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through X-ray diffraction and cryo-electron microscopy studies. Thirdly, viral entry of other viruses has 

been successfully blocked by inhibiting viral endogenous proteases or clathrin/dynamin-dependent 

endocytosis, the same internalization pathway followed by ACE2 and some viruses. Fourthly, the target 

cell-surface receptor molecules and SARS-CoV-2 possess other putative sites for drugs potentially 

modulating receptor activity or virus processing. A multi-pronged pharmacological approach attacking 

more than one flank of the viral-receptor interactions is worth considering as a front-line strategy. 
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Introduction 

Human coronaviruses (HCoVs) were discovered in 1965 in patients with the common flu and coined 

B814, with the prefix “corona” subsequently added in reference to their relatively large spikes (or 

spines) resembling a crown (Li 2013). HCoVs belong to the family of Coronaviridae enveloped viruses 

that harbor between 26 and 32 kilobases of single-stranded positive-sense RNA, the largest so far 

observed for an RNA virus (Su et al. 2016; Li 2013). CoVs infect a wide spectrum of avian and mammalian 

species. Seven CoVs are currently known. Members of the first group (HCoV-OC43, HCoV-293, HCoV-

NL63 and HKU1-CoV) circulate in humans and generally cause mild, self-limiting respiratory diseases. 

HCoVs in the second group are more pathogenic and share the tropism for epithelial cells containing 

membrane bound proteases; they are the etiological agents responsible for the severe acute respiratory 

syndrome (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV), and the ongoing outbreak of CoV 

disease (COVID-19) originating in the city of Wuhan, Hubei province in China. The etiological agent, 

SARS-CoV-2, is a beta-CoV that has been isolated from human bronchoalveolar epithelium of infected 

patients (Zhou et al. 2020b). Full-genome sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 showed that it has 79.5% sequence 
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identity with SARS-CoV and is 96% identical to the Chinese bat CoV, BatCoV RaTG13 (Zhou et al. 2020b). 

Initial reports on the epidemiology of the evolving COVID-19 disease pointed to a peculiar age 

distribution, which unlike other viral diseases, largely spares children and adolescents below the age of 

15 from the clinically manifest forms (Li et al. 2020a; Wu and McGoogan 2020; del Rio and Malani 2020; 

Young et al. 2020). The adult severe forms of the disease share both the potential of evolving to fatal 

outcomes and the lack of specific therapeutic strategies against them.  

CoVs are related zoonotically and share common phylogeny, structural and pathogenic properties but 

show differences in tropism, cell-surface receptors, mechanisms for entry into cells, etiopathology, 

clinical presentation and epidemiological characteristics. In humans, CoV infections predominantly affect 

the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts. The potential emergence of a SARS-like cluster of a circulating 

bat CoV, SHCO14-CoV, with experimentally demonstrated human cell infective capacity and high 

pathogenicity, was already reported in 2015 (Menachery et al. 2015). The authors warned of the 

potential risk of SARS-CoV re-emergence. Analysis of evolutionary, genetic and pathogenic aspects of 

CoVs reiterated the warning (Su et al. 2016): “considering the high frequency of recombination of these 

viruses, with unpredictable changes in virulence, and with multiple viral species hosted by different 

animals that are likely to interact with each other, it is not a matter of if, but of when, a new CoV would 

emerge and cause a new outbreak of human disease”. The current, perhaps inevitable outbreak of 

COVID-19 attests to the correctness of these predictions.  

 

Infection: Viral recognition and entry into target cells 

Coronavirus possesses a few structural proteins (nucleocapsid, spike, envelope and membrane) and 

various other non-structural proteins, one of which, the surface spike S glycoprotein, plays the key role 

in addressing and infecting the cell containing target membrane-bound receptors. Virion entry is a multi-

step process involving attachment to the cell surface, receptor engagement, protease processing and 
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membrane fusion. The SARS-CoV enters human epithelial cells in vitro through the apical surface, and 

viruses replicated in these cells are also released via the apical plasmalemma. This correlates with the 

cellular distribution of its main molecular target at the plasmalemma, the angiotensin-converting 

enzyme 2 (ACE2), which in well-differentiated epithelial cells is more abundantly expressed at the apical 

surface than in the basolateral membranes and is used by SARS-CoV to more readily infect such 

differentiated cells (Jia et al. 2005). Based on this evidence, and the phylogenetic kindredness among 

CoVs, it was highly likely that SARS-CoV-2 would also follow the same entry route, as recently 

demonstrated (Zhou et al. 2020b). 

It has long been known that the viral spike S glycoprotein is critical for host range and tropism 

(Supekar et al. 2004; Li et al. 2005). The S protein is a trimer, consisting of three S1-S2 subunit 

heterodimers. During viral infection, the trimer is cleaved into its S1 and S2 subunits. The S1 N-

terminal domain contains the receptor binding domain (RBD), which can bind a variety of targets 

including polypeptide segments of proteolytic enzymes or carbohydrate moieties. The latter include 

neuraminic acid or heparan sulphate. In mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) beta-CoV the S1 N-term domain 

is recognized by cell adhesion carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 1 (CEACAM1) 

(Kubo et al. 1994). Another zinc metalloprotease enzyme, aminopeptidase N (APN, CD13), acts as a 

viral-recognition protein for human H229E-CoV, transmissible gastroenteritis virus, porcine epidemic 

diarrhea, and feline infectious peritonitis virus; and the dipeptidylpeptidase 4 (DPP4) at the apical 

surface of unciliated bronchia epithelial cells performs this function for MERS-CoV, a member of the 

beta-CoV genus which is not recognized by the ACE2 receptor, and which has a remarkable 

evolutionary ability to adapt to species variations in its DPP4 cell-surface target by modifying the S 

protein surface charge (Letko et al. 2018). In addition to DPP4, MERS-CoV can infect human 

pulmonary epithelial cells through highly specific but low affinity interactions with sialic acid residues 

present in host cell-surface glycoproteins (Li et al. 2017a) using a different region of its spike protein S 
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(Park et al. 2019).  

To identify the putative receptor of SARS-CoV-2, sequence and phylogenetic analyses of other CoVs 

were carried out together with a molecular modeling exercise on the S protein of the SARS-CoV-2 

virus. The results of these in silico studies led Xu and coworkers to formulate the hypothesis that 

ACE2 was the SARS-CoV-2 cell host receptor (Xu et al. 2020b). This contention was followed soon 

after by the experimental demonstration that ACE2 was indeed the cellular target of SARS-CoV-2 

(Zhou et al. 2020b). Remarkably, the S protein of HNL63-CoV, an alpha-CoV, is recognized by ACE2 (Li 

et al. 2005). It is apparent that CoVs exhibit predominant binding tropisms towards membrane-bound 

proteases, but such tropisms are by no means absolute.  

Spike S protein-mediated binding of CoVs to the surface of the host cells and fusion to the cell-surface 

membrane appears to be a conserved, shared mechanism. It is hypothesized, however, that the two 

mechanisms may have evolved separately (Li 2016): ancestral CoVs would have initially harbored a 

primordial spike with S2 domains only, functionally inefficient because the virus had to randomly 

diffuse to reach target cells: membrane fusion eventually occurred in a receptor-independent manner. 

The spike would have subsequently evolved to acquire a galectin-like S1 N-term domain through gene 

capture, thus enhancing CoV efficiency in infecting cells. A third evolutionary stage is purported to be 

the appearance of an S1 C-term domain through gene duplication of the S1 N-term domain (Li 2016). A 

comprehensive review on the binding-proteolytic activation-fusion mechanism of CoVs entry (Millet 

and Whittaker 2015) emphasizes that the proteolytic activation step is the critical one for the fusion of 

S1 to occur, since it allows for controlled release of the fusion peptide into the target plasmalemma.  

 

ACE and ACE2, Ying-Yang in the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) and their uncertain 

roles as risk factors in COVID-19 
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Endothelial ACE is a key metallopeptidase enzyme in the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS), 

playing a crucial role in the regulation of blood pressure and homeostasis of body fluids, and 

constituting an alternative target in pharmacotherapies of cardiovascular and renal diseases. Human 

endothelial ACE catalyzes the removal of the carboxy-terminal dipeptide from the decapeptide 

angiotensin I to produce angiotensin II, the active vasoconstrictor form of the hormone. Angiotensin II 

and aldosterone are the two key biologically active hormones of the RAAS homeostatic system (Li et al. 

2017b) (Mirabito Colafella et al. 2019). ACE2 has been studied less than ACE in the RAAS field but is 

gaining increasing attention in relation to virus infections and the current COVID-19 pandemic. ACE2 is 

also a metalloprotease, initially described in a study searching for novel genes related to heart failure, 

and found in membrane-associated and secreted forms predominantly in endothelial cells of human 

heart, kidney, and testis (Donoghue et al. 2000). Endothelial ACE and ACE2 share 42% identical amino 

acid residues in their catalytic domain, suggesting a common ancestor (Donoghue et al. 2000).  

The two enzymes act on two counterbalancing pathways of the RAAS system: upon conversion of 

angiotensinogen to angiotensin I by the renin system, ACE-generated angiotensin II acts on the AT1 

receptor, mediating, among other responses, catecholamine release from peripheral sympathetic 

neurons, vasoconstriction, mild bronchoconstriction, water and sodium retention, aldosterone 

synthesis, and inflammatory reactions. The counteracting RAAS pathway mediated by ACE2 hydrolyzes 

angiotensin II to generate angiotensin 1-9, in which case it is further processed by other proteases down 

to angiotensin 1-7, or directly cleaved to 1-7 by ACE2 itself. Angiotensin 1-7 targets the angiotensin II 

type 2 receptor (AT2-R) and the angiotensin 1-7 Mas receptor, producing vasodilatory and natriuretic 

physiological actions (Mirabito Colafella et al. 2019; Li et al. 2017b). By sequestering angiotensin I, ACE2 

limits substrate availability for the biosynthesis of angiotensin II by ACE, thus resulting in a vasodilatory 

effect and a protective role in hypertension, heart failure and other pathological entities.  
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Avian influenza H5N1 virus, phylogenetically unrelated to the CoVs, appears to affect the RAAS system: 

infected patients exhibit higher levels of angiotensin II in serum, a sign which correlates with the severity 

and lethality of the disease. Furthermore, parallel studies conducted in animal models showed that 

disease severity correlates with the downregulation of ACE2 in lung, which can be reversed, increasing 

animal survival, by administration of recombinant human ACE2 (Zou et al. 2014). 

Whether patients with hypertension and diabetes are at a higher risk of being infected with the SARS-

CoV-2 virus is currently a matter of debate. Early epidemiological observations indicated higher 

morbidity and mortality among elderly Chinese COVID-19 patients with hypertension (Wu et al. 2020; 

Zhou et al. 2020a). However, according to a more recent analysis these initial studies did not adjust for 

cofounding variables, thus leaving the association between COVID-19 and hypertension an open 

question (Patel and Verma 2020). It has been hypothesized that therapeutically addressing the 

ACE2/Mas arm of the RAAS system may be problematic in patients with severe COVID-19 who also 

suffer from diabetes or hypertension as co-morbidities, because ACE2 expression increases in diabetic 

patients treated with ACE inhibitors and angiotensin II AT1 receptor inhibitors, such that increased 

ACE2 expression would facilitate and worsen SARS-CoV-2 infection (Fang et al. 2020). The evidence in 

support of this hypothesis is still contentious.  

In a cohort of 416 Chinese patients with COVID-19 about 60% had hypertension and ~20% had cardiac 

injury (Shi et al. 2020). The authors attributed the higher risk of mortality to the latter condition. The 

recent experimental demonstration that ACE2 is the target of SARS-COV-2 (Zhou et al. 2020b) has 

prompted the hypothesis that ACE2 is upregulated in patients treated with ACE inhibitors (ACEIs) and 

angiotensin II AT1 receptor blockers (ARBs) (Wan et al. 2020). These authors also indicate that ACE2 

polymorphisms associated with diabetes and hypertension might result in a higher risk for SARS-Cov-2 

infection, especially in Asian populations, and suggest the use of calcium channel blockers as an 

alternative therapeutic for hypertension in these patients. However, there is no evidence to date that 
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ACE2 is overexpressed in pulmonary tissue of COVID-19 patients. In fact, ACE2 was found to be 

downregulated upon infection by SARS-CoV in an experimental animal model of chemical lung injury, 

thus leaving angiotensin II uncleaved, aggravating the pathology (Kuba et al. 2005). Furthermore, 

ACE2 has been found to exert protective effects against experimentally-induced acute pulmonary 

damage in several models of acute respiratory distress syndrome (Imai et al. 2005). It has also been 

suggested that inducing increased ACE2 activity might constitute a therapeutic approach in acute lung 

failure (Kuba et al. 2006). In the short run, the current COVID-19 pandemic is posing challenges that 

require unprecedented speed to resolve, in many instances with insufficient evidence, as seems to be 

the case with hypertension, diabetes and other presumed co-morbidities and their pharmacological 

management. In the long run, it is likely that upon control of the current COVID-19 pandemic the 

SARS-CoV-2 will reemerge in its present or in mutated forms and become chronic (Patel and Verma 

2020). If this turns out to be the case, a deeper understanding of the RAAS system in relation to 

coronavirus infection will be compellingly essential, as will the need to establish appropriate 

protocols for patients suffering cardiovascular diseases, the most common non-communicable 

epidemic.  

 

Differences between ACE and ACE2 

The two enzymes differ not only in structure but also in their organ localization: while both ACE and 

ACE2 are ubiquitously distributed in all endothelial cells in the human body, ACE2 was initially found  

in non-endothelial cells in heart, kidney and testis and tubular epithelium of the kidney (Donoghue et 

al. 2000). Subsequent work screened and found expression in oral and nasal mucosae and pulmonary 

alveolar and gastrointestinal epithelia, suggesting possible routes of viral entry, and also in liver, 

kidney, lymph nodes, thymus, spleen and brain (Hamming et al. 2004; Xu et al. 2020a). An RNA-seq 

profiling study designed to explore the putative presence of ACE2 in the epithelial mucosa of the 
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human oral cavity found highest expression in the tongue in comparison to the gingival or the rest of 

the buccal mucosa (Xu et al. 2020a). 

Because of its pathological and clinical implications, pulmonary distribution of ACE2 is particularly 

important. Alveoli are lined by two types of alveolar epithelial cells, or pneumocytes: type 1 

pneumocytes (AT1) are nonreplicating, large and relatively flat cells whose main function is to 

regulate the O2-Co2 exchange. The smaller and less abundant AT2 cells are involved in the production 

and secretion of surfactant and can re-differentiate into AT1 under diseased conditions. SARS-CoV 

primarily targets ACE2 in ciliated bronchoalveolar epithelial cells and AT2 cells (Li et al. 2003; Qian et 

al. 2013). A recent graph-based bioinformatic data analysis recently corroborated that the highest, 

though not exclusive, expression of ACE2 was in a very small proportion (0.64%) of all human 

pulmonary cells. Of these, the vast majority (80%) corresponds to AT2 cells (Zhao et al. 2020). 

Interestingly, several other ACE2-related genes that facilitate viral reproduction and transmission are 

also highly expressed in the AT2 cells (Zhao et al. 2020). Using a novel functional viriomics approach, 

the receptor binding domain of lineage B (beta)-CoVs can be divided into functionally distinct clades. 

ACE2 was found to be the entry receptor specific for clade 1 of such lineage. When tested with this 

new assay, SARC-CoV-2 incorporated into cells expressing ACE2, but not other cell-surface receptors. 

Furthermore, several viruses exhibit compatibility with a still unknown receptor in human cells (Letko 

et al. 2020). ACE2 is developmentally regulated in mouse pulmonary epithelium (Wiener et al. 2007). 

The lack of manifest clinical symptomatology and/or severe forms of COVID-19 in children and 

adolescents below the age of 15 mentioned above could be related to the presence of an immature 

form of ACE2 in this population, although cross-immunity to SARS-CoV-2 awarded by exposure to 

other CoVs or other immune system-based hypothesis could be invoked. 

 

Structures of CoV surface spike protein S and host cell receptor, ACE2 
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The X-ray structure of human testicular ACE in complex with one of the most widely used inhibitors, 

lisinopril (N2 -[(S)-1-carboxy-3-phenylpropyl]-L-lysyl-L-proline) was solved at 2.0 Å resolution (Natesh et 

al. 2003). Knowledge of this structure had implications in subsequent studies of ACE2 and CoV 

structures. Before the atomic structure of ACE2 was known, an homology model was produced on the 

basis of the somatic ACE enzyme structure (Natesh et al. 2003) suggesting the complementarity of the 

viral binding domain of ACE2 and the SARS-CoV spike protein S1 (Prabakaran et al. 2004). The X-ray 

structure of the “proteolytically stable core” of the SARS-CoV was obtained in 2004 by Carfi and 

collaborators (Supekar et al. 2004). The crystallographic data of this beta-CoV constituted one of the 

first descriptions at atomic level. This was followed in 2005 by the more detailed X-ray diffraction study 

at 2.9 Å of the SARS-CoV S protein in complex with human ACE2,  by Harrison and coworkers (Li et al. 

2005). The crystallographic data disclosed two domains in ACE2: the core region (Supekar et al. 2004) 

and the RBD comprised between residues 306-527, within which a loop formed by residues 424 to 494 

constitutes the receptor binding motif (RBM) in SARS-CoV. This critical region contacts the 

complementary surface of its host cell receptor, ACE2 (Li et al. 2005; Li 2016). The core domain consists 

of five-stranded antiparallel β-sheets. The RBD possesses a concave surface in the case of SARS-CoV, 

and a flat surface in the case of another beta-CoV, MERS-CoV, that binds to the receptor 

complementary surface, as described below. A recent molecular modeling exercise revealed the 

similarity between the geometric and physicochemical properties of the viral RBD-ACE2 interfaces of 

SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, and with those of antibody-antigen contacts, stabilized by electrostatic 

interactions, suggesting similar evolutionary maturation pathways followed by the two otherwise 

dissimilar systems (Brielle et al. 2020).  

The host cell provides the proteolytic cleaving enzymes required for the transition of the S protein 

from the pre-fusion to its post-fusion conformation. The proteolytic digestion unveils the S1 and S2 

subunits. The S1 subunit mediates binding to the plasmalemma, whereas the S2 subunit intervenes in 
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membrane fusion. Another S1 spike protein complexed with ACE2, the S1 from respiratory NL63-CoV 

(a group 1 coronavirus) bound to the NL63-CoV RBD, was subsequently determined by Wu and 

coworkers (Wu et al. 2009). NL63-CoV RBD showed 2 layers of beta-sheets, presenting 3 discontinuous 

receptor-binding motifs (RBMs) to bind ACE2. NL63-CoV and SARS-CoV have no structural homology in 

RBD cores or RBMs; yet the 2 viruses were found to recognize common ACE2 regions, leading these 

authors to postulate the occurrence of a "virus-binding hotspot" on ACE2. Interestingly, among group I 

CoVs, RBD cores are conserved but RBMs are variable, explaining how these viruses recognize different 

receptors (Wu et al. 2009). Along these lines, a recent phylogenetic study postulates that SARS-CoV-2 

could potentially recognize ACE2 isoforms from various animal species (Wan et al. 2020). 

The human beta-CoV HKU1-CoV, related to the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, causes mild, predominantly 

respiratory disease. Its structure in the pre-fusion conformation was solved in 2016 at 4.0 Å resolution 

using single-particle cryo-EM (Kirchdoerfer et al. 2016). At that time, the receptor for HKU1-CoV was 

not known, but antibodies against the C-term domain blocked infection, suggesting that this region of 

the virus was responsible for attaching to the target cell. The cryo-EM structural data of the S1 protein-

ACE2 complex revealed that only one S1 receptor-binding domain of the trimeric S glycoprotein binds 

ACE2 adopting an open, protruding “up” conformation which enables it to undergo target recognition 

and, interestingly, keep the fusion S2 domain distant from the target. Upon binding to ACE2, the viral S 

protein is cleaved by host cell membrane proteases and undergoes a series of conformational 

transitions which release the spike fusion peptide (Kirchdoerfer et al. 2018). These authors proposed a 

model of how the virus progressively fused with the host cell membrane as the spike S protein was 

destabilized upon binding and underwent proteolytic cleavage. The conformational transitions result in 

an extended conformation of S2 that enables subsequent insertion of the fusion peptide into the host 

membrane. The model also provided some suggestions as to the possible design of a structure-based 

vaccine. One year later, the cryo-EM structures of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV spike proteins became 
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available, with suggestions on design neutralizing antibodies (Yuan et al. 2017). Currently other 

possibilities of vaccine development are underway, using e.g. the viral mRNA to elicit an immune 

response. The vaccine, known as mRNA-1273, has already passed animal tests and has just 

commenced phase 1 clinical trials https://corona.kpwashingtonresearch.org/.  

At the post-fusion stage, S1-ACE2 complexes cluster together and adopt a rosette-like structure (Song 

et al. 2018). The structure of the S1-ACE2 complex in what is presumably the virus entry stage and the 

ulterior dissociation of the complex could be imaged in a cryo-EM study (Song et al. 2018). The 

authors hypothesized that the opening of the S1 subunit upon binding to the ACE2 receptor may 

promote the release of the S1-ACE2 complex and S1 monomers from the pre-fusion spike, triggering 

the conformational transition from pre-fusion to post-fusion conformers. 

The pre-fusion conformer of the porcine epidemic diarrhea alpha-coronavirus S protein, resolved using 

cryo-EM at 3.1 Å, added information on the heterogeneity of conformational states that the S protein 

undergoes to make the RBD accessible for host cell binding to the potential receptor, porcine 

aminopeptidase N (Wrapp and McLellan 2019). These authors subsequently presented the 3.5 Å  

structure of the pre-fusion structure of the SARS-CoV-2 S protein (Figure 1) and tested the putative 

binding of monoclonal antibodies against the RBD of SARS-CoV, without finding any apparent antibody 

cross-reactivity to SARS-CoV-2 (Wrapp et al. 2020). The structure is quite similar to that of the S 

protein from the human beta-CoV HKU1-CoV also obtained by cryo-EM (Kirchdoerfer et al. 2016). 

Another recent cryo-EM study has resolved the structure of the full-length human ACE2 with or 

without the RBD of the S1 spike protein of the new SARS-CoV-2, in the presence of a neutral amino 

acid transporter, B°AT1, which awards stability to the crystal structure, at a resolution of 2.9 Å (3.5 Å at 

the RBD) (Yan et al. 2020). This is the most detailed structure of ACE2 to date (Figure 2). Yet another 

cryo-EM contribution has recently determined the structure of the SARS-Cov-2 spike glycoprotein 

trimer and shown that it carries a furin cleavage site between the S1 and S2 subunits, a peculiarity that 
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sets SARS-CoV and other CoVs (Wells 2020). The furin site in processed during biogenesis of the virion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

One viral RBD is recognized by one extracellular peptidase domain of ACE2, in a single molecule-to-

molecule fashion  (Figure 2), in a manner akin to the recognition of SARS-CoV S1 protein by ACE2 (Li et 

al. 2005; Song et al. 2018; Yan et al. 2020; Hoffmann et al. 2020; Wells 2020).  
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Figure 2 

 

The affinity of the ACE2 for SARS-CoV-2 has recently been reported to be similar (Wells 2020) or higher 

10-20 times higher than that of SARS-CoV (Wrapp et al. 2020). In silico modelling of the SARS-CoV-2 

protease involved in virion entry into cells has disclosed a high degree of flexibility of the protein, 

which not only involves the site where a known inhibitor binds, but also exposes other putative sites 

where enzyme blockers could bind (Wells 2020). Another molecular dynamics study comparing the 

differences between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 modes of binding to ACE2 suggests that the RBD of the 

former virus has a stronger interaction with the complementary ACE2 site (Chen et al. 2020). Based on 

the observation that MERS-CoV is also recognized by sialosides (Li et al. 2017a; Park et al. 2019), and 

that this binding involves a groove in the S protein different from the region recognized by ACE2 

(Werner et al. 2019), a new predictive molecular modeling strategy, the 2D Zernike formalism, was 

applied to the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 in search for a similar domain. Indeed, a groove or 

pocket was found in SARS-CoV-2 that could accommodate sialic acid, raising the possibility of a second 

binding motif for binding to host cell receptors (Milanetti et al. 2020).  

All in all, the structural information that has become available in the last few years provides a quite 

comprehensive picture of the virus-cell receptor complexes at atomic resolution with obvious 

implications for future structure-based drug and vaccine design. 

 

Perspectives and possible avenues of intervention on targets known to date 

While much of what we need to know about the viral spread, contagiousness, clinical evolution, 

prognosis, impact of control measures for disease mitigation and other variables of the COVID-19 

disease remains terra incognita, critical examination of the literature data shows that the considerable 

progress accomplished in some basic aspects of SARS-CoV-2 and host receptor(s) offers hints at possible 
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developments aimed at ameliorating disease progression and hopefully helping therapeutic approaches 

to materialize. 

 

1. Precise specification of viral cellular targets through single-cell profiling techniques 

The organ and tissue distribution of the viral receptors, as well as their expression levels, appear to be 

directly related to the choices of cellular targets and infection routes adopted by the viruses. An ACE2 

RNA expression profile of normal human pulmonary tissue showed that ACE2 is highly expressed in 

AT2 human pulmonary cells, but that these constitute only a small percentage (0.64%) of the 

bronchoalveolar epithelial lining (Zhao et al. 2020). High expression is also found in the tongue (Xu et 

al. 2020a), but the oral cavity, with a reported surface area of 215 cm2 (ref. (Collins and Dawes 1987), 

represents only a minute surface fraction in comparison with the upper respiratory tract and the total 

pulmonary alveolar area (118 ± 22 m2 and 91 ± 18 m2 in male and female individuals (Colebatch and Ng 

1992)). The affinity of the virus for oral ACE2 receptor may be higher than that in the latter mucosae, 

thus providing an alternative entry point for the two SARS-CoV infections. The technologies for 

conducting next-generation RNA sequencing at the single-cell level (scRNA-Seq) are currently a reality. 

Such developments make it possible to undertake transcriptome-wide analysis of differential gene 

expression, differential splicing of mRNAs, and establish the tissue distribution of molecular 

constituents in individual cells (spatial transcriptomics, “spacialomics”) with unprecedented 

discriminative power that surpasses conventional antibody-based immunocytochemistry (for a review 

see (Stark et al. 2019). Through these approaches, selectivity of viral receptors could be narrowed 

down to the level of cell populations, and subpopulations within a tissue or organ with great precision, 

with inherent prophylactic and therapeutic consequences. 

 

2. Exploiting our current knowledge of SARS-CoV-2 and other CoVs to inhibit virus binding to receptors 
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Work on the structures of the S spike protein of CoVs and ACE2, and their complexes, has not only 

produced important information and ideas on the relevant epitopes for vaccine design (Supekar et al. 

2004; Li et al. 2003; Imai et al. 2005; Struck et al. 2012; Song et al. 2018) but also for interventions 

ranging from application of recombinant ACE2 as protection against severe acute lung failure (Imai et al. 

2005) to the use of ACE2 inhibitors in CoV diseases (Imai et al. 2005; Struck et al. 2012; Li 2013; Song et 

al. 2018). A number of ACE2 peptide inhibitors with nanomolar affinity and a non-peptide blocker with 

sub-nanomolar affinity, MLN-4760, have been tested on the soluble form of ACE2 (Warner et al. 2004). 

Current studies addressed at testing inhibitors of viral infection in vitro have reported promising results 

with cepharanthine, selamectin and mefloquine hydrochloride, three drugs that appear to hinder 

cytopathic effects of the GX_P2V virus, which is 92% homologous to SARS-CoV-2 (Fan et al. 2020). 

The viral S1/S2 cleavage site is the target of another host-cell  protease, the transmembrane protein 

TMPRSS2 (Shen et al. 2017), also a site of attack of the influenza virus. This enzyme has been shown to 

be blocked by camostat mesylate in combination with cathepsin inhibitors in SARS-CoV infected human 

HeLa cells expressing ACE2 and TMPRSS2. Camostat is a serine protease inhibitor clinically proven in 

oncological therapy (Kawase et al. 2012). TPPRSS2 has been pin-pointed as a potential target for the 

treatment of influenza virus and CoV diseases A possible line of action is to use this type of compounds 

as a template on which to optimize the design of more selective and/or more effective drugs. 

Infection of human Vero E6 by SARS-CoV in vitro is blocked by the hexapeptide Tyr-Lys-TyrArg-Tyr-Leu 

(438YKYRYL443), an amino acid linear motif contained in the RBD of the spike protein of SARS-CoV (Figure 

Z). The peptide also inhibits proliferation of HCoV-NL63. Both viruses are known to target ACE2 as their 

cell-entry receptor (Struck et al. 2012). Using the RBD structure of the actual SARS-CoV spike protein (Li 

et al. 2005), modeling studies were conducted to learn about the structure of RBD-11b docked to the 

complementary binding domain of ACE2 (Struck et al. 2012) (Figure 4).  
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Figure 3 

 

The tripeptide motif 439KYR441 was found to be important for the binding stability of the peptide at the 

RBD site. These authors also indicate that the binding mode of RBD-11b at the ACE2 site differs from 

the binding mode of the hexapeptide as part of the full-length S viral protein. The differences in amino 

acid residues present in the RBD responsible for attachment to the cell host ACE2 (Figure 4) may 

account for the different affinities of SARC-CoV and SARC-CoV-2 reported by McLellan and coworkers 

(Wrapp et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 4 
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3. Inhibiting virus endocytic internalization and intracellular trafficking 

To enter the cells, many viruses appropriate canonical endocytic pathways used by cells under 

physiological conditions. One of the earliest mechanisms of CoV endocytosis studied is that of mouse 

hepatitis virus MHV-4; infection occurs via endocytic and non-endocytic mechanisms (Nash and 

Buchmeier 1997). Viral endocytic internalization operates via a clathrin-dependent, caveolin- and EPS-

15-independent mechanism (Pu and Zhang 2008). Drugs that inhibit the clathrin- and dynamin-

dependent endocytic pathway impede dengue virus infection of mononuclear phagocytic cells (Carro 

et al. 2018). Temporary inhibition of endocytosis with the anti-emetic/anti-psychotropic drug  

prochlorperazine is deemed to be potentially safe in humans (Chew et al. 2020). The SARS-CoV S 

protein is digested by cathepsin L or B in the lumen of the endocytic compartment, and on this basis 

the use of protease inhibitors has been explored as potential broad-spectrum anti-CoV agents, 

including SARS-CoV (Zhou et al. 2015). Expression of exogenous cathepsin L significantly enhances 

SARS-CoV but not HNL63-CoV infection via ACE2 (Huang et al. 2006). This exemplifies how two CoVs 

that target a common receptor molecule infect the cells using different mechanisms. 

Viral endocytic mechanisms have gained recent attention partly because there are available drugs 

targeting these mechanisms. The relatively simple organic anti-malaria compound chloroquine (Figure 

5) (see recent review in (Touret and de Lamballerie 2020), used since before mid-twentieth century, is 

known to moderately raise the pH of endosomes and/or lysosomes, preventing viral fusion, uncoating 

and further processing in the endosomal lumen and lysosome. Additional mechanisms beyond 

inhibition of endocytic internalization are suggested by biotechnological studies on nanoparticle 

uptake by macrophages (Hu et al. 2020) The possible prophylactic or therapeutic effects of chloroquine 

and its derivative hydroxychloroquine, also employed for autoimmune diseases (Colson et al. 2020),  

lupus and rheumatoid arthritis, is currently being subjected to clinical trials for COVID-19 in China and 
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France (Devaux et al. 2020); critically validated results are still being awaited within the context of the 

SOLIDARITY program launched by the World Health Organization. Both drugs have a rather narrow 

margin between therapeutic and toxic effects, some of them lethal (Touret and de Lamballerie 2020). 

It is contended that chloroquine and derivatives not only affect the endocytic mechanisms of viral 

entry but may also interfere with the SARS-CoV-2 replication cycle (Devaux et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 5 

 

There is an additional component in the virion infection process: the cytoskeleton. Entry of the porcine 

hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus, a member of the CoV family, into N2 cells is facilitated by 

rearrangement of the cytoskeleton via the α5β1-FAK/cofilin/Rac1/cell division cycle Cdc42 pathway (Lv 

et al. 2019).  

 

4. ACE2 in the context of RAAS 

In addition to contemplating ACE2 as the molecule targeted by SARS-CoV-2, it is important to envisage 

this enzyme as a key target of therapeutic interventions based on its role in pulmonary inflammatory 

pathologies. Indeed, the ACE2/Ang (1–7)/Mas receptor pathway is a potential therapeutic target 
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worth exploring for ameliorating allergic inflammation of the respiratory tract, respiratory airway 

remodeling, and airway hyperresponsiveness. Acute respiratory failure with bilateral infiltrates and 

hypoxemia, without hydrostatic pulmonary edema, configures a potentially severe nosological entity 

eventually leading to acute respiratory distress syndrome, an inflammatory condition involving 

increased vascular permeability and hypoxemic respiratory failure (Bellani et al. 2016). The syndrome 

appears to be one of the most common complications of COVID-19 (reviewed in (Tan et al. 2018). The 

severity of pneumonia and acute respiratory failure is positively correlated with age-dependent 

disequilibria of the ACE/ACE2 ratio (Schouten et al. 2016; Tan et al. 2018). Furthermore, reduced ACE2 

activity has been observed in experimentally-induced acute respiratory distress syndrome. 

Therapeutic intervention with a protease-resistant form of angiotensin (1-7) improved all symptoms, 

indicating the possible association of angiotensin (1-7) deficiency with the syndrome (Wösten-van 

Asperen et al. 2011).  

 

5. The SARS-CoV-2 and its endogenous proteases  

Attacking the virus itself is another attractive possibility. Any of the viral proteins and the mRNA are 

possible targets, especially using drugs already developed for other viruses or modifications 

thereof. Among such already existing drugs are the first-generation anti-HIV drugs aimed at the 

replicase enzymatic machinery responsible for RNA replication, the nucleotide analogue drugs like 

remdesivir, a broad-spectrum inhibitor of RNA polymerase originally designed for the Ebola virus 

and congeners, and whose effectiveness against COVID-19 is currently being investigated. The anti-

hepatitis C antiviral drug ribavirin in another of the potential drugs listed as candidates by the 

World Health Organization. Viral capping proteins are yet another possibility: SARS-CoV guanine-

N7-methyl-transferase inhibitors have been screened with a yeast assay in vitro (Sun et al. 2014). 
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Inhibitors of the endogenous CoV proteases active downstream of infection for the biosynthesis of 

polyproteins translated from the viral RNA constitute another avenue of research. SARS-CoV main 

protease, MPRO also termed 3CLPRO, is a key enzyme needed for the cleavage of two proteins involved in 

viral replication. Forty unsymmetrical aromatic disulfide compounds have been synthesized and tested 

in vitro and found to be reversible competitive inhibitors of MPRO activity, blocking viral replication. In 

silico docking was used to validate the in vitro assays (Wang et al. 2017). Another endogenous protease 

of SARS-CoV-2 is the papain-like protease (PLPRO), whose atomic structure is still not known. Based on 

available crystallographic data of the PLPRO from SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, a recent homology modeling 

study found that the  PLPRO of SARS-CoV-2 is 97% homologous to that from a bat CoV,  80% to SARS-CoV 

and only 29% homologous to MERS-CoV (Stoermer 2020). 

The recent availability of the co-crystal of MPRO from SARS-CoV-2 with an α-ketoamide inhibitor (Zhang 

et al. 2020) (Figure 5) provides a structural basis on which to validate the in silico calculations and 

develop new virion entry blockers. A virtual screening of more than 3,000 compounds approved by the 

American Federal Drug Administration recently focused on the MPRO of SARC-CoV-2 (Contini 2020). 

Protease inhibitors previously or currently used in HIV retroviral therapy, like lopinavir, indinavir and 

atazanavir were selected as potential candidates applicable to COVID-19 (Contini 2020; Wang 2020). The 

ritonavir+lopinavir combination has been used an HIV protease inhibitor. In another study the same FDA 

database was explored using free energy calculations, and dypyradamol was selected as the most 

promising drug, which according to the authors is undergoing clinical trials (Li et al. 2020b). Using the 

crystal structure of the viral proteases as a template, repurposing database screening combined with 

thermodynamics of ligand binding have highlighted the drug carfilzomib, an approved anti-cancer drug, 

as the best potential candidate to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infection at the level of the proteasome, with a 

free energy of binding of -13.8 kcal mol-1 . Antibiotics like ervacycline or streptomycin were also singled 

out (Wang 2020). An important feature of blocking this viral protease, unlike other actors in the viral life 
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cycle, is that no enzyme with such cleavage specificity is found in humans, thus minimizing the potential 

toxicity of inhibitors in therapeutic approaches to COVID-19. 

 

 

Figure 6  

 

The diversity of candidate drugs resulting from “repurposing” database analyses, in some cases 

stemming from the same database, calls for alternative refining techniques. Deep learning is increasingly 

gaining momentum in protein structure prediction (Wardah et al. 2019; Senior et al. 2020; Singh 2020). 

Deep learning strategies have also impacted on the field of drug design (Dana et al. 2018). Deep learning 

constitutes a viable methodology which should be exploited to screen data banks of small drugs docking 

on cell host and viral proteases, SARS-CoV-2 surface proteins and other putative targets on the basis of 

structural and thermodynamic parameters to find new suitable small drug inhibitors, and explore 

combinations of two or more drugs acting synergistically on different targets.  

 

6.  Lipid metabolism in CoV-infected cells 
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Plus-strand RNA virus replication, as is the case with CoVs, sequesters the lipid metabolic machinery in 

the infected cell, hijacking the enzymes normally involved in lipid synthesis and processing. Structurally 

this results in the formation of double-membrane vesicles and other abnormal membrane structures 

generically referred to as replicative organelles. These are the platforms for virion replication and 

transcription and virion morphogenesis.  An inhibitor of the cytosolic phospholipase A2α, pyrrolidine-2, 

was found to reduce the formation of double-membrane vesicles in cells infected with the related 

human H229E CoV, impairing virion replication (Müller et al. 2018). The drug also diminished the 

formation of lyso-phospholipids, the products of phospholipase A2α enzymatic activity that are essential 

for CoV replication. It would be worth exploring the lipidomics of SARS-CoV-2 to investigate whether the 

virus possesses any singularity in terms of composition which can be exploited in its control. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Side (left) and top (middle) views of the SARS-CoV-2 S protein prefusion structure with a 

single RBD in the “up” conformation obtained by cryo-EM. The two RBD down protomers are shown in 

either white or gray surface rendering; the RBD “up” protomer is shown in green ribbon rendering. 

From the cryo-EM study of ref. (Wrapp et al. 2020), held under Creative Commons license. 

Figure 2. Interactions between the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2 and its cell-surface 

receptor molecule, the enzyme ACE2. The latter (light blue-ribbon rendering) engages essentially a 

single linear motif, the α1-helix, to recognize the corresponding viral RBM (golden rendering), with 

contributions from the α-2-helix, as can be appreciated in the inset. From ref. (Yan et al. 2020), held 

under Creative Commons license. 
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Figure 3. Snapshot at 3 ns of the hexapeptide inhibitor RBD-11b sitting on the peptide receptor pocket 

of ACE2. Color rendering is according to atom type. From the molecular dynamics study of ref. (Struck 

et al. 2012), with permission from Elsevier. 

Figure 4. Hinge domain of the SARS-CoV receptor-binding domain (RBD, white surface rendering) (PDB 

2AJF) with residues that vary in the related SARS-CoV-2 RBD shown in red. These structural differences 

may constitute the basis of the differences in affinity of the two viruses for the common ACE cell-host 

enzyme, ACE2. The binding site for “landing” of the RBD onto its target, ACE2, is better appreciated in 

the 180° rotated figure on the right (outlined with a black dashed line). From the cryo-EM study of ref. 

(Wrapp et al. 2020), held under Creative Commons license. 

Figure 5. Chemical structure of chloroquine, a drug used for many decades against malaria, reenters 

stage as a potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 agent. Drawn using PubChem, freely accessible chemistry 

database. 

Figure 6. Substrate-binding cleft of MPRO, the endogenous protease in SARS-CoV-2, with compound 13b, 

a peptidomimetic α-ketoamide inhibitor of the viral enzyme (Zhang et al. 2020). Fo-Fc density is shown 

for the inhibitor. Atom color rendering: magenta, carbon (except in the pyridone ring, which is black), 

red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen, and yellow, sulfur. Light-blue symbols S1, S2, S3, S4 indicate the canonical 

binding pockets for moieties P1, P2, P3, P4 (red symbols) inhibitor. Red dashed lines represent H-bonds. 

Inset: Thiohemiketal resulting from the nucleophilic attack of the catalytic Cys residue on the α-carbon 

of the inhibitor in its Fo-Fc density (contoured at 3σ). From (Zhang et al. 2020), held under Creative 

Commons license. 
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